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The Train Ride 

If you have ever spent any time in the City of New York or traveled between places like New 

Jersey, New Haven, Philadelphia, and Washington, D.C. you’ve realized that, despite its 

inefficiencies, the train system is a helpful transportation service. When you understand the 

logistics involved, the train system saves time and is easy to integrate into your travel plans.  

Coming from the Midwest, it wasn’t until 2005 that I took my first train from Metropark, New 

Jersey to New Haven, Connecticut. I headed out after a long day of work and arrived at the 

station in more than enough time to print my ticket. The travel document I was looking at 

reminded me of the airline ticket you received back in 

the late 80’s, early 90’s. It had more writing on it than 

the end of an investment thesis filled with legal 

disclaimers. Hard to decode, but without an 

alternative, I headed to the platform for my journey.  

No one has ever claimed that efficient systems and 

streamlined operations are the backbone of Amtrak’s business model. No! In fact, what allows 

Amtrak to continue its operation is a secondary source of capital: the taxpayer. “Since its 

inception in 1971, Amtrak has historically received about $1 billion per year from the 

government for operations and construction projects.”i You would suspect that devoid of free 

market competition that drives innovation and efficiencies, Amtrak feels free to blunder along. 

This is not the case for other means of transportation. Through the years, new technologies and 

services have allowed me to almost replace car rentals with UBER and Lyft. Friends in larger 

Both train travel and higher education 

hearken back to an older time, have been 

slow to change and are, therefore, 

vulnerable to new challenges. Having 

spent 20-plus years in the higher 

education environment, I have had my 

share of concerns about these challenges. 
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cities have been able to replace their own vehicles with a combination of UBER, Lyft, Zipcar, 

Enterprise CarShare, and similar services. Perhaps, someday the occasional train ride will be 

replaced with something that resembles a scene out of the Jetsons. Until that time, we will need 

to accept the minor improvements made to the Amtrak ticket. 

I often ask myself, is higher education following the Amtrak model? There are many 

similarities. Like travel by train, higher education is a useful way to get to a desired destination. 

Due to government support like the GI Bill and the financial aid made available through Title 

IV of the Higher Education Act, this industry also benefits from the indirect support of 

taxpayers. Another similarity is that both train travel and higher education hearken back to an 

older time, have been slow to change and are, therefore, vulnerable to new challenges. Having 

spent 20-plus years in the higher education environment, I have had my share of concerns about 

these challenges. Usually these concerns centered on inefficiencies and a lack of service. A 

publicly subsidized industry, higher education often settles for Amtrak-like mediocrity. But the 

situation appears to me to be getting more dangerous for colleges and universities. Over the last 

five years, my concerns have expanded in two key areas: new-found competition and an overly-

optimistic outlook regarding future growth.  

New-found competition, especially around core business programs has taken historical 

enrollment opportunities away from the institutions that are slow to evolve in the services and 

access they provide. Nontraditional approaches are increasingly assisting some innovative 

institutions dominate the market. Southern New 

Hampshire, Grand Canyon, Liberty and some state 

institutions like Arizona State University, have 

captured this market strategically and systematically in 

the ways they attract, serve, and support students. The 

days of offering a generic MBA on nights and 

weekends and considering it an innovation is no longer 

valid. In reality, this level of innovation will not drive enrollments and institutional growth. 

What is clear is that small colleges and 

universities need to address competition 

and, at a minimum, stop their decrease 

in overall revenues as compared to 

expenses. This train needs to follow 

tracks that lead to sustainability. 
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It’s easy to see the strength of the competition that exists today versus five years ago. What is 

less visible is how small colleges and universities have failed to seriously address these 

challenges. Believing deeply in their missions, leaders in higher education have consistently 

overestimated the likelihood of future growth and leveraged their endowments to offset these 

unrealistic projections. But such action is a short-term fix at best and creates a downward spiral 

where smaller institutions (traditionally underendowed in the first place) erode their savings to 

compensate for unrealistic planning. What is clear is that small colleges and universities need to 

address competition and, at a minimum, stop their decrease in overall revenues as compared to 

expenses. This train needs to follow tracks that lead to sustainability. 

Overly-optimistic financial outlooks are alarming. If you look at the financial actions within the 

higher education space, one would think that the problem doesn’t even exist. It is no secret that 

colleges and universities leverage their endowment to offset their operational expenses. In 2016 

though, “The median increase among institutions that reported boosting spending came in at 

8.1 percent, which was above the rate of inflation.”ii  And it was well above the return on 

endowment investment as well: “the 3-year average annual return rate of 5.2 percent; down 

from 9.9 percent last year.”iii 

As I visit campuses, I see renovations of brick and mortar facilities. I walk past new buildings 

and beautification projects. In one tour, I viewed a waterfall that cascaded down a glass 

background etched with writings in Latin. In another visit, the school was installing over one 

million dollars in stained glass windows. In every instance, there was not one student in the 

immediate area.  

The decrease in high-school age graduates attending college, coupled with the average 

discounted tuition rate of 49.9%iv and new-found competition is creating a perfect storm. A 

storm, that if left disregarded, could create an institutional dynamic that leads to economic 

failure. 

You may be thinking that you have heard it all before, and perhaps you have. Many of us in 

higher education have been discussing these problems for decades. The recent acceleration in 
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competition, a host of institutional closures, as well as declining levels of government support 

nationwide, suggest that now is the time to begin to finally address these issues. What I want to 

suggest is a plan that allows institutions to take a step back and reflect on some sound advice 

from John F. Kennedy, the 35th President of the United States; “The time to repair the roof is 

when the sun is shining.” 

For a few institutional readers, the sun is shining and there are no visible clouds. For many 

readers of this article, the clouds have formed over their 

college, but are still off in the distance. And in several 

cases, the clouds have formed, and raindrops are falling. 

Regardless of the situation, the first step in getting your 

arms around reality is to do a deep dive into the financial 

health of the institution. I am not talking about creating your financial forecast in a routine 

manner, but with a sharp and critical eye. This exercise needs to be uncomfortable and not base 

its premise on false hope. Yes, I know that “Financial indicators show that most of the 

institutions have improved their financial health since the 2007-9 recession.”v But this does not 

promise continued stability. Despite this false hope, you must enter this exercise as if it was 

your first 90 days in position and you are looking at everything with fresh eyes. Remember, 

decline is “harder to detect but easier to cure in the early stages; easier to detect but harder to 

cure in the later stages.”vi Finally, as the leader of this analysis you must display courage to face 

the facts head-on and the have the drive to address the issues that the facts present. 

From my perspective, there are some critical objectives for such an exercise. 

Objective One: Evaluate and assess two key areas; Academic Programs and Operations. 

1. An Academic Program Assessment can be completed in several ways. The two that are 

most familiar are outsourcing this assessment to a third-party service provider or 

leveraging external resources to create an internal assessment. 

Remember, decline is “harder to 

detect but easier to cure in the 

early stages; easier to detect but 

harder to cure in the later stages.” 
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External consultants can be helpful, but this method moves the resulting in-depth 

analysis away from the internal staff, eliminating the opportunity for one’s own team to 

truly become familiar with the institution’s academic offerings. If an internal peer 

review accomplishes the analysis, it simultaneously informs the internal staff. A good 

roadmap to this assessment can be found in Prioritizing Academic Programs and Services 

written by Dr. Robert C. Dickenson.vii  Full disclosure: he once served as a board 

member for my organization; Synergis Education. That said, I have found his approach 

to be both practical and manageable. 

Although I recommend an internal approach that also leverages outside tools, this 

approach needs to have two external resources that will assist. Initially, an external 

project manager holds work groups accountable to the process and overall timelines. 

Secondly, an external set of eyes assists the internal staff of the institution, adds parity to 

the process and provides an unbiased review.  

2. An Operational Review examines policies, 

processes, and procedures from Admissions, 

Registrar, Financial Aid, Marketing, IT, and 

Academic Leadership (CAO/Deans/Directors). 

Ultimately, opportunities for improvement will 

be identified and presented via an Operational Review Summary.  

3. Unlike the Academic Assessment, I will recommend a framework for the Operational 

Review rather than recommended reading. At Synergis Education, we perform this type 

of Operational Review prior to the launch of all partnerships. Stay tuned to our Blog for 

an upcoming post with more details: www.synergiseducation.com/category/blog/. 

Objective Two:  With both the Academic Assessment and Operational Review in hand, create a 

Dynamic Financial Model that allows the leadership team to move through multiple scenarios.  

Critical Objectives: 

• Assess programs and operations 

• Create a dynamic financial model 

• Invest in targeted innovation 

http://www.synergiseducation.com/category/blog/
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Creating this complex financial model will require a deep level of experience in financial 

planning and analysis (FP&A) and looking outside of the institution for help may be required. 

An added benefit is having a fresh set of eyes that can be critical of assumptions from years past 

and the methodologies developed for projections moving forward. More importantly, once 

complete, the model will become a valuable tool now and into the future. Some important 

aspects to the model: 

1. It should build a foundation that is rooted in examining existing, revised, and future 

degree programs and their impact on enrollment and tuition revenues. The Academic 

Assessment will provide information on every program in your current portfolio, and 

programs that are scheduled for revision or launch in the next three to five years. This 

step is critical because it creates the engine that will drive the overall five-year financial 

plan for the institution.  

2. This model will contain three key components: revenue, total costs for student 

acquisition, and the ongoing infrastructure expenses needed to sustain the program and 

retain the student.  

3. The model needs to contain revenue flows, retention, direct marketing, staffing and 

program expenses. 

4. A historical timeline of enrollment performance for existing programs is needed, as well 

as a future timeline for new or revised programs. The key thing to remember with 

existing, revised, or new programs is the overall value-add. Basically, does the program 

truly cover its actual expenses? And if not, is it needed to undergird the overall mission 

of the institution? If it is the latter, what program or programs will offset its lack of 

economic viability? 
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5. When it is complete, you will be able to extract 

an executive summary with a statement of 

financial activities.  

6. The final step to this objective is creating a five-

year model that examines individual 

departments, schools, and colleges. Again, once it is complete, you will extract an 

executive summary with a statement of financial activities.   

Objective Three:  Invest time in “targeted innovation” and not simply the physical campus 

experience. 

I am sure the waterfall and the stained-glass windows I described seeing were intended to 

improve the overall student experience at the institutions I was visiting. These items are much 

easier for a donor to envision and get behind. When critically examined, however, direct or 

indirect enrollment attribution from these two items is nil.  Although more difficult to fund, an 

investment in “targeted innovation” would have provided a visible pathway towards direct 

and indirect enrollment growth, as well as retention.  

For the better part of four years, the Chief Academic Officer of Synergis Education, Dr. John 

Donohue, has discussed the topic of “targeted innovation” at great length with our leadership 

team and the leadership teams of other institutions. As he has written, the approach is not to 

redesign the academy; rather to help the academy grow by responding to market and 

demographic undercurrents, while maintaining the institutional mission. In a recent article 

entitled: “Opportunity is an Idea, Success is a Project”,viii Dr. Donohue expounds upon the 

thought process behind “targeted innovation”.  

“On the one hand, many academics are familiar with Clay Christensen’s work on disruptive 

innovation in industries (including education). On the other hand, higher education is a deeply 

traditionalistic environment and disruption is frowned on. Therefore, I emphasize tightly focused 

areas of initiative that do not threaten the status quo, but are also freed to operate in different ways.” 

Targeted innovation doesn’t seek to 

redesign the academy; rather to help the 

academy grow by responding to market 

and demographic undercurrents, while 

maintaining the institutional mission. 

http://www.synergiseducation.com/opportunity-is-an-idea/
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As the first two objectives outlined above are completed, you and your team have now moved 

from emotional decisions, to emotional decisions supported by data. If anyone tells you to 

remove the emotion from this process, they truly do not understand people, history and 

passion. But the conscientious development of accurate analysis and realistic models can help 

all members of a college community better understand the challenges they face and the need to 

respond effectively. 

The final objective requires much thought and focus; and requires institutional leaders to 

become sharply pointed in strategy, as opposed to 

well-rounded. As you and your team discuss and 

digest the data, you will be able to plot a course 

towards action. The action needs to be continuous and 

not a path to a singular destination, but rather 

dynamic and ongoing. It also needs to be focused on 

targeted innovation in one or two degree program 

offerings and not every program at the institution. 

If targeted innovation is done correctly, it will have a ripple effect throughout most areas of the 

institution making the experience of the next program to undergo the process more fluid. More 

importantly, you will be able to leverage the completed Academic Assessment and Operational 

Review, as well as the Dynamic Financial Model to ensure that at a minimum, revenues become 

more stable and predictable expenses are always in check. 

This approach does a few important things. Most importantly, it creates a roadmap towards the 

future that acknowledges that an institution is not free of market competition, but that with the 

right approach, it is possible to drive innovation and chart a path towards sustainability. If 

higher education is like a train, it’s inspiring to know that there are efficient rail systems out 

there, with operating models that promise efficiency, consumer satisfaction and return on 

investment. So too in higher education. With the right outlook, expertise, and tools; higher 

This approach creates a roadmap  

towards the future that acknowledges  

that an institution is not free of market 

competition, but that with the right 

approach, it is possible to drive 

innovation and chart a path  

towards sustainability. 
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education institutions can engage in planning that makes their train look more like the sleek, 

high-speed TGV racing out of Paris to Lyon, rather than a wreck waiting to happen. 

 

The Author 

Norm Allgood has dedicated nearly two decades of his career to expanding access to quality, 

affordable programs to underserved populations. As CEO of Synergis Education, Norm’s focus 

has been to build an organization with a passionate culture dedicated to creating quality, higher 

education programs that are valuable, delivered efficiently and accessible to an ever-evolving 

student base.  
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